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The mandate of the Enhanced Income Fund since it started has been to provide our investors with
income levels above those of traditional bonds, while also managing risk and volatility. Over the years
we’ve successfully fulfilled this mandate. However, in doing so we remain cognizant that broad market
declines that may impact multiple asset classes will occasionally happen. We experienced such an
uncommon occurrence in the final months of 2018, when a variety of external geopolitical and
macroeconomic factors sparked declines in both equity and fixed income markets, which in turn
negatively impacted the Fund’s returns. While such occurrences are rare, they also provide
opportunities for us to buy into valuable investment positions that can generate strong, risk-adjusted
yields for our investors over a sustained time period.
As the Fund is allocated to approximately 25% dividend-paying equities and 75% fixed income, we’re
going to discuss each of these two markets in succession. Let’s first take a look at the equity side, the
smaller component granted, but the one that may have experienced the most dramatic activity over
the past six months. There was a broad-based market decline in the fourth quarter of 2018, driven by
factors such as concerns over rising interest rates, global trade disputes and signs of slowing global
economic growth. These declines hit nearly all stocks, with the exception of a few key companies (some
of which analysts feel have been overbought and don’t represent good value for our investment
dollars). Our Fund was not immune, and the fourth quarter was a challenging period for us. Yet, the
quarter proved to be a two-way street, as valuations became very attractive.
The decline was temporary, and our equity investments regained ground in the first three months of
2019. Importantly, the volatility of the fourth quarter gave us the chance to scour equity markets for
sound investments now at bargain-level prices. Opportunities like these are made for value investors
like us. Recently, we’ve purchased shares in several large-capitalization companies like Kraft Heinz and
Inter Pipeline. During the fourth quarter of 2018, the stocks of many large and well-known companies
declined by 40%–50%, giving us a window to buy at a low price. In our two principal markets, Canada
and the United States, gross aggregate dividend yields reached recent highs at the end of 2018,
indicating opportunities for us to purchase high revenue streams at a bargain.
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At the same time, we’ve been finding opportunities in smaller companies as well. We recently began
investing in Surge Energy, a Calgary-based oil and gas exploration company. The Canadian energy
sector hasn’t been the most popular place to invest in recently, but this position is a great reflection of
our active management and value strategy. Global oil prices, uncertainty over Canada’s future in
pipelines and the ongoing price difference, or spread, between Western Canadian Select crude oil and
West Texas Intermediate crude oil have made many other investors wary of domestic oil companies. But
we like to drill deeper, pardon the expression. In Surge, we found what we were looking for: a company
with strong management, solid balance sheets and an attractive dividend yield (approximately 7% at
the time of our purchase) that we feel can not only weather these tough times, but come out even
stronger than their peers and competitors.
With respect to fixed income, our investment philosophy is similar to the one we apply to equities. We’re
agile, and we invest where we can find the best opportunities for robust and risk-managed yields above
those of traditional bonds. We are bond investors, not bond traders, and when we buy into a position
we intend to hold it to maturity. In the recent past, we found many of these opportunities in the highyield space. However, we’ve shifted our focus over the past six months. As a result of our own analysis
of fixed income markets and the Fund’s daily liquidity mandate, we’ve invested strategically in highergrade bonds (BBB and up). We believe this positioning reflects the higher, risk-adjusted yields our
investors look for, while at the same time providing us with the liquidity levels and flexibility necessary
to make additional strategic and tactical moves as market conditions change. Recent individual
additions to our fixed income portfolio have been Mattel 2025 bonds and Canadian Western Bank
preferred shares.

As part of our risk management strategy, we’re maintaining our short overall duration positioning in
our fixed income portfolio. This positioning helps to reduce interest rate risk; even though central banks
in 2019 shifted their tone away from raising rates further, uncertainty still remains with respect to future
policy moves. Maintaining a short duration in the portfolio helps us keep our investors’ assets out of
harm’s way in an increasingly unpredictable interest-rate environment.

Please feel free to contact us should you have questions.
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This statistical information is intended to provide you with information about the Vertex Enhanced Income Fund. Important information about the Fund is contained in the Simplified
Prospectus which should be read carefully before investing. You can obtain an offering memorandum from Vertex One Asset Management Inc. The Simplified Prospectus for Vertex One
Asset Management Inc.’s Investment Funds does not constitute an offer or solicitation to anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation is not authorized or to any person
to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. The funds are not guaranteed; their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.

